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100 Most Promising Technology Companies
Founded and Managed by Indians in the U.S.

I

ndian entrepreneurs and business innovators have
become major contributors to the advancement
of technology and economy in the US. These
progressive thinkers built on their ideas even
when global recognition was scarce, and have
now grown to be the leaders of world-renowned
enterprises. The companies led by these entrepreneurs
are an indication of a trend of evolving technologies in
the US market.
With knowledge ranging across IoT, Cloud
engineering, Augmented Reality solutions, big data
analysis, and more, these innovators have grown in their
industries through sheer willpower and skill. This edition
of SI 100 is dedicated to those entrepreneurs who have
always been pushing the boundaries of technological
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possibilities. Our Annual Prestigious Edition features
leaders and their organizations that display sustained
growth, visibility, and create value for their employees
and customers alike. It aims to shine a spotlight on the
people behind the brand name and highlight the story
and insights of the smart risk-takers who have paved
new paths in multiple veins of technology.
A panel comprising proficient CEOs, CIOs, VCs,
founders, analysts, and SiliconIndia’s editorial board has
decided on the top 100 companies that offer the most
promising technology solutions—that are founded and
managed by Indians in the US. We congratulate these
100 companies for achieving this vote of respect from
industry leaders and commend the enterprising spirit of
the Indian community and its leaders.
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Helps accelerate demand
responsiveness and optimize
operating costs ensuring
profitability for product companies

100 MOST PROMISING
TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
FOUNDED AND MANAGED BY INDIANS IN THE U.S.

The annual listing of the top 100 technology companies founded and managed by
Indians in the U.S. si100 not only represents the continuing rise and glory of
Indian entrepreneurship in high-tech but also recognizes companies impacting the marketplace
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Zyom
Transforming Operations into a
Competitive Differentiator
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very product company strives to
achieve and maintain growth and
profitability while traversing different
phases of its development lifecycle.
Given their limited resources, this is a
significant challenge for small and midsized companies, but large enterprises are
not immune either. So how do organizations
balance growth and profitability? Californiabased Zyom, an operations management
support (OMS) system company, emphasizes
the idea that right leadership, coupled with
smart and fast operations processes and
systems, is the best way to achieve profitable
growth and sustain profitability.
With this premise, Rakesh Sharma, the
president of Zyom, founded the company
in 2003 during a time when the enterprise
software market was ripe with solutions for
specific functions such as finance, sales and
marketing. However, operations management
had been largely overlooked. He set out to
address this gap with a dedicated solution.
Consequently, the company’s cloud-native
solution, MozartCC, became the cornerstone
of Zyom’s approach for helping product
companies become highly responsive to
both end-customer and channel demand
while enabling better planning, execution
and decision-making to attain and maintain
profitability. Current enterprise systems,
even when offered as a lower cost SaaS
solution, fall woefully short in addressing
critical needs of cross-functional operations.
In contrast, MozartCC’s purpose-built
capabilities facilitate collaboration across
cross-functional operations teams and value
network partners, providing a 360-degree

Zyom is passionate about
making companies and value
networks demand responsive
through system-enabled speed
and smarts that is purpose-built
and flexible – netting a real
advantage
view of customer demand and
enabling smart and fast end-to-end
planning and execution.
Along with MozartCC’s flexible system platform,
Zyom team’s unique blend of operations, analytics and
business integration expertise ensures rapid and effective
implementation of MozartCC, collaborating closely with a
client’s business and IT team, which usually takes around
four to nine weeks for first Go-Live. Post Go-live, Zyom
provides on-going high-value, low-touch support services,
whether its brainstorming impact of impending changes, or
making system modifications as business needs evolve. For
product companies that want to explore their own demand
responsiveness, the Zyom team investigates potential gaps
and provides a clear framework to bring about the necessary
changes and achieve growth/ profitability targets.
Zyom has helped many product companies accelerate
demand responsiveness and cost competitiveness over
the years. To illustrate this, Rakesh elaborates on their
association with Ruckus Networks, a smart Wi-Fi and
wired networking products provider. In 2009, Ruckus was
a young startup with ambitious plans to grow aggressively
and compete against much larger competitors. Within
a four years period, the company planned to scale its
operations and ship products to over 25 countries without
a significant increase in operational costs. Ruckus rapidly
expanded their outsourced manufacturing and logistics
network to ramp up the physical supply chain capacity.
To meet their unique needs and overcome ramp-up related

Alpana Sharma,
Chief Customer Officer

challenges, Ruckus partnered with Zyom. Ruckus started
off using MozartDS—a key module of the OMS system
from Zyom—which served as a hub for the firm and its
supply network partners to work together on critical
supply-chain signals/updates quickly. The solution helped
anticipate and minimize shortages and excess/obsolete
inventory risks. With lower deployment costs and rapid
deployment capabilities, Zyom’s solution was a perfect fit
for scaling operations. Since then, Ruckus and Zyom have
expanded the solution into other areas spanning demand/
supply planning and execution.
Zyom currently serves the hardware product companies
in the electronics industry but has been expanding into
other verticals. The company is also enhancing its solutions
by leveraging innovative technologies such as artificial
intelligence, for a focused set of high-impact use cases.
“Zyom is passionate about making companies and value
networks demand responsive through system-enabled
speed and smarts that is purpose-built and flexible—netting
a real advantage,” concludes Rakesh.
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